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Learning objectives
• The requirements for validating surrogate endpoints, as currently 

used by FDA

• The steps entailed in surrogate validation

• The difference between patient-level and trial-level surrogacy



Drug Approvals
• Based on defining “clinical benefit”

• Improvement in overall survival with trials designed
• direct demonstration of more patients alive over time
• “improvement” in a surrogate that reflects improvement of overall 

survival (e.g. intermediate clinical endpoint)

• Improvement early clinical endpoints that reflects better quality of life
• E.g “M0 CRPC” major delay in appearance of disease on a scan that is 

supported by QOL, RPFS2 and overall survival as secondary endpoints



The Prostate Cancer Spectrum

Risk of cancer
-Chemoprevent
-Screening
-Lifestyle modification

Organ Confined
Low Risk
-Active surveillance
vs treat

Localized
Risk of mets
- Some testo supp

Rising PSA no mets
-Some testo supp

Metastatic Disease
-Start Testo Supp

Docetaxel
Abi/Enza/apalutamie

Rising PSA
-Apa/Enza/Darolutamide (M0CRPC)
-Sipuleucil-T (minimal mets)
-Denosumab/Zolendronic Acid

CRPC
- Docetaxel
- Cabazitaxel
- Abiraterone
- Alpharadin
- Enzalutamide

No Testo suppression Prostate Cancer On Testo Suppression



Globocan: USA Australia
Incidence: ~105/100K 120/100K
Mortality: ~10/100K (was ~17/100K) ~13/100K (was ~ 18/100K) 

With the emergence of PSA early detection and multimodality 
therapy in 1990s: more cancers and decrease death rate 

Incidence Mortality



NEJM 2015



Lancet 2010

40% decrease risk 
of dying by adding 
3 yrs ADT to XRT for 
high risk prostate 
cancer

First Published in 
NEJM 1997



• It is problematic this is the 
“best” adjuvant trial with 
systemic therapy in 
prostatectomy series

• We anxiously await result 
of RADICALS MRC

Surgery plus
• Radiation
• Radiation plus ADT
• Immediate or delayed

Immediate versus deferred androgen deprivation treatment 
in patients with node-positive prostate cancer after radical 
prostatectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy
Edward M Messing, Judith Manola, Jorge Yao, Maureen Kiernan, David Crawford, George Wilding, P Anthony di’SantAgnese, Donald Trump, on 
behalf of the  Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group study EST 3886 

Lancet Oncol 2006

OS

PSA free 

PFS 



Who dies from Prostate Cancer?
• Incidence in 2 countries with PSA screening

• USA 161,360 (Pop: ~320 million) 
• Australia   16,655  (Pop: ~24 million)

• Mortality
• USA 26,730
• Australia 3,452

• About 5% of cases are de novo metastatic on conventional imaging (and 
nearly all die of prostate cancer)

• USA ~8,000
• Aust ~850

• In both countries 
• about 1/3rd die from de novo metastatic
• About 2/3rd die after relapse from localized disease at presentation



The extreme ‘faces’ of prostate cancer
Vignette #1

• 80 yo man with diabetes, CAD, 
presents with 3x nocturia; enlarged 
prostate

• PSA 5.8 ng/dL
• Biopsy Gl 6 in 1 of 12 cores

• ‘Men die with, not from prostate 
cancer’ 

Vignette #2
• 48 yo man pain in left hip
• PSA 69 ng / dL
• Bone scan: 8 bone mets
• Biopsy bone met: prostate cancer
• 18 months remisssion testosterone 

suppression + docetaxel
• Liver mets at progression: small cell 

transformation

• Some men (including young men) 
can die of prostate cancer



The Prostate Cancer Problem:
A Problem of Perspectives: divergent messages

• Public Policy / purse strings
• “How do we avoid the costs of overdiagnosis and over treatment?”
• “How do we avoid QOL decline (incontinence/impotence) if not need therapy?”

• Patients with prostate cancer
• “Wish I did not have it”, “How do I avoid side effects and dying from it?”

• Men without prostate cancer
• “What can I do to prevent getting it?”, “Am I at risk?”

• Medical community: GP/radiation oncologists/urologists/med oncs
• “What is the best screening plan?” “What is the best treatment”
• “Is there a conflict of interest with fee-for-service models”?



Observations overtime with 
changing USA PSA screening

• Major surge in incidence with introduction PSA 
• “over-diagnosis” but decrease presentation with de-novo

mets

• Plateau in incidence and presentation in de-
novo mets 1994 to 2012

• Steady-state, but constant decline in PrCa mortality 
from

• 2012 inflection upward in de-novo met
presentation

• Coincides with USPTF not recommend PSA screening
• Dip in PSA testing and incidence of all PrCa and 

presentation with low risk disease
• Mortality rate flattened 2013-2015
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Preventing relapse after 
definitive local therapy is the 
most viable way in the near 
future to decrease the death 

rate from prostate cancer



NEJM 2015

With PSA screening 
incidence of de novo 
metastatic disease
decline

Concurrent was the
introduction of adjuvant 
ADT to decrease relapse 
from  localized disease
Peto R et al. Eur J Cancer 
2003;1 Abstract 328. 

To further decrease 
relapse and death



A call to arms!

• No surgeon or radiation oncologist will ever say about 
their high risk patient: 

• “I want to see what my surgery / radiation did”

• But will say
• “Can I get my patient on a clinical trial?”



Proposition

• By increasing the intensity / efficacy of therapy for patients with 
localized disease we will decrease the death rate from prostate 
cancer

• Decrease deaths by 1/3rd after local therapy will result in decrease of PrCa
deaths from 

• 3,200 to 2,400 per yr in Australia
• 26,000 to 18,000 per yr in USA

• Bring treatments effective for highly resistant incurable CRPC earlier 
to eradicate curable micrometastatic disease



But
• Adjuvant therapy studies take longer than a decade to 

complete

• Too much time, money, resources

• Risk of obsolescence

• Beyond patent lifespan for new drugs 



So we set a goal …
• Develop an intermediate clinical endpoint which 

accurately reflects the improvement in overall 
survival / cure rate

• Accelerate the conduct of adjuvant trials

• ICECaP Working Group was convened in 2013 with 
”start-up” funding from PCF



Process for Finding an ICE
• Individual patient data of all randomized trials

• Randomized, controlled trials for localized disease, 
• Canada, UK, Europe, Australia/New Zealand, US
• Studies with accrual completed /terminated 

• Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (per PRISMA statement) 
approach to identify trials

• PubMed search, Clinical Trials registries, Cooperative 
Groups’ websites, Meetings’ websites, et al

• Meta-analysis of RCT individual patient data to identify 
validated surrogate endpoint(s) of OS



Problems for Finding an ICE in PrCa
• Heterogeneous disease
• Heterogeneous treatments
• Impact of comorbidities and non-prostate cancer 

deaths
• Impact of therapy (eg ADT) on endpoint (PSA)
• Unknown density of data that will be gathered



The daunting process
to identify and
gather individual
patient data 



Approach

Buyse’s meta analytic two-stage validation model 

(Buyse et al, 2000, 2011)



Trial and Patient Characteristics

N %
Total (19 trials) 12,712
Year of randomization
1987-1995 2845 22
1996-2000 6296 50
2001-2005 2637 21
2006-2011 934 7
Type of treatment
RP based 966 8
RT based 11599 91
No RP/RT 147 1

N %
12,712

Age at randomization
64 or younger 3223 25
65-74 7310 58
75 or older 2174 17
Risk group
Low/Intermediate 4158 33
High* 8394 66
NA 160 1

*By NCCN, D’Amico or by  pathological criteria



Condition 1: Surrogate (MFS) and 
True Endpoints (OS) are 

correlated at the trial level

8y OS rate  vs 5y MFS rate

R-square: 
0.83 (0.71,0.88)

Condition 2: Treatment Effects on 
Both Endpoints are Correlated

Treatment effect on OS vs. MFS

R-square:
0.92(0.81,0.95)

Extensive statistical analyses to confirm correlation
Sensitivity analysis: Not effected by XRT vs RP, ADT adjuvant or not



So … how can we make use of this surrogate
The “surrogacy-threshold-effect” graph can be designed (left) 
recognizing MFS : OS is not  1 : 1 … not all pts with mets do die 
of PrCa: STE 0.88

The statistical constructs for conducting clinical trials 
using MFS as an endpoint can be created (right)



In plain language

• Historically design trials looking for 25 to 30% decrease death from 
any cause – takes 12 to 16 years

• If we are confident our new therapy is effective and can decrease rate 
of mets by ~ 40%, and if accrued 1,000 pts in 5 years

• Readout in ~ 8 years
• HR(MFS): 0.6 is associated with HR(OS): 0.67
• (33% decrease death rate)



Is a decrease in mets by ~ 40% feasible?

MFS
HR 0.63

A recent example: Salvage XRT + / - 150 bicalutamide
RTOG9601, Shipley et al NEJM 2017

OS
HR 0.77



Acknowledgement: ICECaP Working Group
International Multi-disciplinary Collaboration

Funding

Testimony to benefits from data-sharing, international, 
multi-disciplinary collaboration …. Not just an idea anymore



Health economic benefits

• Extension of ICECaP effort / ANZUP lead effort to quantify the 
benefits to

• 1) the patient of not having relapse and morbidity of metastatic disease and 
therapy

• 2) to society to not having to pay for therapy for metastatic disease, conduct 
of studies faster, less prostate cancer deaths



Treatment and Trial 
Landscape 2018

Trials Status

Current SOC 2 yrs ADT + XRT Comparator arm of trials

XRT + ADT +/- Docetaxel RTOG0521: N=563 MFS and OS benefit (1-sided p-value)

STAMPEDE-Doc N~650
(inc pts with Doc + ZA)

Numerical decr mets
Update ESMO 2018

GETUG12 N=413 Numerical decr mets
Update ESMO 2018

Combined N~1500 MFS and OS (end of 2018)

XRT + ADT 
+/- New Gen androgen 
blockade

STAMPEDE-Abiraterone MFS benefit N+; Promising N0 

ENZARAD: N=790 Accrue June 2018: OS and change to MFS

ATLAS: N=1500 Accrued 2018: Endpoint = MFS 

Current Adjuvant Landscape: 2018



Darolutamide augments systemic therapy for 
localized high risk prostate cancer: DASL-HiCaP

High risk Locally Advanced  
Prostate Cancer

Conventional Imaging Negative for 
Distant Metastases (allow pelvic LN)

Patients estimated to have 85% MFS on 
XRT  + 2 yrs ADT

Stratify by
1) PSMA PET-positive
beyond pelvic LN** 
2) Docetaxel use
3) Definitive XRT vs post-RP
4) Other

Arm B
XRT or post RP 
XRT + ADT 2 yrs
+ darolutamide

Hypothesis:
The addition of darolutamide
will improve 5yr MFS* rate from 
85% to 91%

• 5-Yr MFS is a surrogate for OS
• Further decrease deaths from 

prostate cancer!

Arm A
XRT or post RP 
XRT
+ ADT 2yrs + 
NSAA 2 yrs

Run in collaboration with ANZUP/Canada/UK/Ireland/Mainland Europe/USA
** Learn prognostic value of PSMA-PET Positive outside of XRT field with conventional scan negative
Can we de-escalate systemic therapy in PSMA negative pts



Conclusion:
Collaborations across disciplines

• Global Collective goodwill to answer big questions
• Public-Private-Patient-Philanthropy-Foundations
• We have made numerous advances - more on the near-horizon

• Understanding biology and work closely with lab-based investigators
• Clinical trial design and conduct 

• Pooling data from around the globe; statisticians
• Able to make use of advances in late stage in earlier stage disease

• Urologists, Rad Oncs, Med Oncs
• Best scenario to decrease death rate from prostate cancer

• Iterative by analyzing samples to target and develop more effective 
and less toxic therapies
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